Joint Russian-Spanish company "SARMAT" was created in 2011 as a part of multicorporate enterprise "Optikenergo" to
produce spiral fitting used in lines of electric-power transmission. "Optikenergo" treats independent production of components
and materials as the major objective to facilitate cable production. It also seeks to expand the component list of by-products
and related services. To achieve these goals a new company was founded. And this company is "SARMAT."
JSK "SARMAT" produces spiral fittings that is used in towers of power transmission. They are optical ground wire
(OPGW), ground wire (GW), all dielectric self-supporting (ADSS) and overhead electrical conductors.
One of "SARMAT" cofounders is Spanish company «SAPREM S.A.» (founded in 1984), that is the world long-term
leading producer of spiral fitting. The production of spiral fitting by JSK "SARMAT" is performed in accordance with ТУ
3599-001-91673199-2011. We have high-tech equipment produced by «SAPREM S.A.» and we use high quality materials
provided by such companies as SAPREM S.A., Trefinasa, Quilosa. The materials company "SARMAT" uses for spiral fitting
production are stainless. (It is aluminum clad steel ACS «20 SA»). A great number of «SAPREM S.A.» foreign clients have
acknowledged the quality of this wire and related materials during many years of cooperation with this company.
Russian manufacturers are able to produce high-quality spiral fittings and they must realize this opportunity. Modern
equipment, ultimate technologies and high-quality materials employed in our production guarantee that we offer our clients
the best solutions in the field of spiral fitting. The staff of our company are full of energy and extremely united. Productive
capacity of our factory enables production of 6 thousand spiral fitting sets per month.
We know what teamwork is, we have great ambitions and we set long-term goals. The main goal of JSK "SARMAT" is
to satisfy the demand of our clients by our high quality production.
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